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Millsap excited to join Hawks

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Paul Millsap had options.

Several teams were interested in the services of the free agent after the Jazz renounced his rights Friday afternoon. Hours
later, Millsap agreed in principle on a two-year, $19 million deal with the Hawks.

Millsap said the direction of the franchise tipped the scales in favor of the Hawks after seven seasons with the Jazz.

“That was one of the selling points, just the direction that they are headed in,” the 6-foot-8 power forward said Saturday. “I
know they are not going to have a lot of the same team they had last year with a new coach and new players. The direction
they are headed in is the direction that I’m headed in and that’s growth, continue to get better and strive for that ultimate
goal.”

The Hawks also agreed on a two-year, $5 million contract with forward DeMarre Carroll, Millsap’s Jazz teammate, Friday
night. Per NBA rules, the players cannot sign contracts until Wednesday.

The moves signaled the end of Josh Smith’s tenure in Atlanta. The unrestricted free agent forward, who spent nine seasons
with his hometown Hawks, reportedly agreed to a four-year, $56 million deal with the Pistons on Saturday afternoon, less
than 24 hours after the deals were reached.

The Hawks reached agreements with Millsap, 28, and Carroll, 26, hours after they learned that free-agent center Dwight
Howard had declined their offer. Howard, a Southwest Atlanta Christian Academy product, picked the Rockets over the
Hawks, Lakers, Mavericks and Warriors.

The Jazz renounced Millsap’s rights upon agreeing to a trade with the Warriors. In that deal, the Jazz obtained the expiring
contracts of Richard Jefferson, Andris Biedrins and Brandon Rush. Millsap made $8.6 million last season and had an $11
million cap hold.

“I’m excited,” Millsap said of joining the Hawks. “There are a lot of mixed emotions right now. After being with a team for
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seven years to go to another team it is different. It will probably take me a little time to get over it, but I’m excited to be with the

Hawks, and I’m excited to play for them.”

Millsap, selected in the second round (No. 47 overall) of the 2006 NBA draft out of Louisiana Tech, averaged 14.6 points, 7.1
rebounds and 2.6 assists in 78 games last season. He said he expects to play power forward with the Hawks, but can play
small forward if necessary.

Carroll, 6-8, was selected in the first round (No. 27 overall) by the Grizzlies in the 2009 draft out of Missouri. He averaged 6.0
points and 2.8 rebounds in 66 games last season. In Carroll the Hawks get a hard-working wing defender with size. The
Hawks hope that work ethic will be contagious for the number of young players on the roster.

Carroll took to social media to express his excitement about signing with the Hawks. In part of a tweet he wrote “Atlanta here
comes the #JunkYardDog!”

Millsap said he expects an expanded role for Carroll.

“He is a tough-nosed player,” Millsap said. “Very competitive. Every second he’s on the court he is going to give his all, diving
for loose balls. He wants to guard the best offensive player. Just his grit and how he approaches the game.”

In Millsap and Carroll the Hawks continue to fill their roster with high-character players. The contracts also are cap friendly
and could be moved if necessary. The Hawks have agreed to a four-year, $24 million deal with Kyle Korver. They added
guard Jared Cunningham in a draft-day trade with the Mavericks and drafted Lucas Nogueira, Dennis Schroeder and Mike
Muscala.
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And I am not...
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Posted by ATLfaninVA at 6:27 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

luckily noone cares what you think Sameba. These are great moves.

Posted by Sameba at 6:32 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

ATLfaninVA:

It seems to me at least you DO care, otherwise wtf you comment on this??

Posted by scottarino at 8:11 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

I won't miss Josh Smith, but Millsap is just a poor man's Josh Smith.

Posted by Curtrob at 8:47 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

I can agree that Millsap might be a poor mans Josh Smith, but I will take a guy who will play within the system, and do
whatever is asked of him. I have read some comments from other sites since the signing, and Utah fans have a great deal
of respect for him and most are not glad he is gone... Good signing i continue to be impressed with Ferry. He seems to be
building a foundation, and he has started from the ground up. Go Hawks !!!

Posted by TheMonger at 9:05 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

I am underwhelmed with the moves, but I trust in Danny Ferry. The good news is that we can all fully blame Ferry if this roster
is a complete disaster this season, because every player on this roster other than Al Horford was picked by Danny Ferry. The
two draft picks last year (Jenkins and Scott) were both Ferry's picks, as well as the 3 draft picks and Cunningham this year.
Lou Williams was a Ferry signing. Assuming Ferry retains Teague and Ivan, this is the rather unimpressive depth chart. It is
unimpressive to me, because I feel Ferry could have done so much more with 6 draft picks the last 2 drafts plus 40 million in
salary cap space this year, the most in the NBA. We do have a team full of hard working, blue collar, team players, which I
like, but it doesn't seem full of any more talent than the Hawks teams the past 5 years or so. Here is what the preliminary
depth chart is, including Teague and Ivan. I am hoping they can resign ZaZa on the cheap for another year or two, as well,
but I'm not going to include him.

PG- Teague/Schroeder
SG- Lou Williams/ Jenkins/ Cunningham
SF- Korver/ Carrol
PF- Milsap/ Ivan Johnson/ Muscala/ Scott
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C- Horford/ Nogueira

Will have trouble even making the playoffs in the weak East with that roster. I am thinking 7th seed at best, and another first
round exit. I hope this new coach is a genius, because he is going to have to be to be competitive with this roster. What is
Ferry's thinking on this exactly. I would love to know why he did all that work to get rid of Joe Johnson, Marvin Williams, and
Josh Smith only to replace them with Kyle Korver, Paul Milsap, and Demarre Carrol. Is he trying to anger Hawks fans even
more?

Posted by TheMonger at 9:18 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

The one observation I have noticed is the premium Ferry is putting on guys who play defense and can shoot the 3 ball. For
fowards like Carrol and Milsap, I was actually quite impressed with their long range shooting for relatively big guys. Go to
youtube and watch the video of Milsap scoring 11 points in 28 seconds against the Heat, I believe he had 46 points that
night. The Milsap move is starting to grow on me a little, as I didn't know he could take over a game like that. I knew he was a
good fundamentals guy and decent rebounder, but I didn't know he could shoot like that or score that proficiently. Maybe we
get a 18 point/ 8 rebound guy. Starting to not look that bad for only 19 million and 2 years.

Posted by TheMonger at 9:23 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

I will say with Korver, Jenkins, and Lou Williams on the roster, we will definately be hitting some 3 pointers this year. And
Teague's 3 point shot has improved every year. I can see him becoming quite the point guard if we hang onto him for
another couple years. Still not at the talent level of a contender, but I don't think Ferry had much luck luring bigger names to
Atlanta, and you can't really blame him for past ownership's horrible impression they left on NBA players from all over.

Posted by Sameba at 9:44 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

For fowards like Carrol and Milsap, I was actually quite impressed with their long range shooting for relatively big guys. -
TheMonger
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TheMonger, just for you:

Millsap, 3pt % - 0.333 (career 0.274)
Carroll, 3pt % - 0.286 (career 0.284)

Not exactly good 3pt shooters they are. However, you are right, DF is obsessed with shooters

Posted by TheMonger at 9:55 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Those 3 point numbers for power fowards are not bad, not great either. I was focusing on last year only, because it is the first
year the Carrol got any significant playing time, and the first year Milsap shot more than a handful of 3 pointers. Milsap was
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33 percent from 3 point range last year (13-39) which is not bad for a 6'8 PF. The first four years of his career skew his career
3 numbers a little bit, as he didn't shoot many and was a combined 2 for 20. He has improved the last 3 years, shooting .391
a couple years ago and .333 last year, better than Josh Smith at least. And I don't know any games where Josh Smith scored
46 points either. Carrol struggled with his 3 point shot a little last year, at .286, but shot .368 the year before that, so while I
wouldn't want either of these guys shooting the majority of the 3 pointers, they both can definately knock them down in a
pinch if need be. Millsap is an offensive rebounding machine in some games, I looked at his game logs and he had plenty
of 14-15 rebound games with 6 or 7 offensive rebounds.

Posted by DjYogi at 11:27 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

How come they did not keep James Ennis? He is an Athletic shooter who is very young. I am a little confused or maybe too
attached to the Hawks team. All of their roster moves have been smart but not seat filling.

Philips Arena will be a very empty venue next season. Not much to be excited unless Nogueira is a crazy high flyer.

Posted by MisterBoo at 11:58 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Glad that Milsap is excited to be here -- I am excited to have him around. 

Now he needs some help and he is the kind of person you want around when the org can make its home run move.

Posted by MisterBoo at 12:02 a.m. Jul. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

DJ Yougi --- There were not many options to make seat filling moves. 

Hopefully that will happen next off season but so far, the organization is doing what it can with what is has to sell with. 

I would have loved a front line of Asik, Milsap and Horford but its not to be. 

Milsap is strong solid player like Al Horford. These are 2 nice pieces, we need more. 

I like Teague too, we will see what happens with him

Posted by MisterBoo at 12:04 a.m. Jul. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

They really need to get a journeyman C so AL can move to PF and Milsap can play SF. 

Zaza is not the answer -- not with how he was injured down the stretch.
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Posted by Hild at 1:51 a.m. Jul. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

I never seen a bigger bunch of idiots that seem to be on this blog.JT really improved this past year & is a hell of a lot better
player than KK who is getting .Idiots here totally disrespect him here as dummy Ferry also does. The kid has so much ability
& has gotten so screwed over by this team. LD played games with him. I wish that the fools would have kept Josh & told him
what they expected of him,LD didn't do Josh or JT any justice.

Posted by pcola1980 at 10:31 a.m. Jul. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

To understand these moves you have to understand DF and the ASG...To start Danny Ferry ( DF) is a quantitive analysis
guy....So his approach to building a team is not solely based on stats or what the player has done...He's mixing quantitive
analysis with character to build a good, coachable team. He is also trying to satisfy the ASG by keeping the salary cap at a
minimum...If you can win a championship and only spend $53 million then that would make DF GM of the year.....will that
happen ? Probably not but its good to wonder....I still believe the Hawks can win 35-42 games next year and get an eight
seed....

The Hawks should finish up this roster with some solid veterans with good track records..

.

Posted by hittmanjamillione at 12:27 p.m. Jul. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

i've never seen milsap have a ten block game either, so your point is?

Posted by hittmanjamillione at 12:29 p.m. Jul. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

I would have loved a front line of Asik, Milsap and Horford but its not to be. 

that front line isnt good milsap cant play the 3 or guard a 3,no mobility

Posted by northcyde at 1:35 p.m. Jul. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

Posted by TheMonger at 9:18 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

The one observation I have noticed is the premium Ferry is putting on guys who play defense and can shoot the 3 ball. For
fowards like Carrol and Milsap, I was actually quite impressed with their long range shooting for relatively big guys. Go to
youtube and watch the video of Milsap scoring 11 points in 28 seconds against the Heat, I believe he had 46 points that
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night. The Milsap move is starting to grow on me a little, as I didn't know he could take over a game like that. I knew he was a
good fundamentals guy and decent rebounder, but I didn't know he could shoot like that or score that proficiently. Maybe we
get a 18 point/ 8 rebound guy. Starting to not look that bad for only 19 million and 2 years.

**************

Well you may want to have a talk with Ferry, because we're going hot and heavy after Monta Ellis now. Monta can ball, but
he's a feast or famine type of player. And he needs to shoot a lot to be effective, because he doesn't shoot that great.

Monta took a whopping 328 threes last year ( exactly 4 a game ), but only made 28.7% of his threes. In comparison, Josh
Smith made 30.3% of his threes on 201 attempts.

Yikes.

We already have a high volume gunner in Lou Williams, so unless Ferry is looking to move Lou, and put Ellis in that 6th man
scorer role, I have no idea what Ferry is doing. Surely he's not going to let Teague go for nothing ( which is exactly what is
about to happen ), just to sign Monta to run the point.

But ya'll love Ferry so much that you don't even see it.

When Monta is on, he is dynamic. When Monta is off, you'll want to throw tomatoes at him. LOL, we're about to swap Josh for
his PG sized twin in Monta.

OH . . and I guess C-Viv doesn't work on Sunday. Poor Zaza can't even get a "goodbye" article.

Posted by lovly at 4:14 p.m. Jul. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

my buddy's sister makes $72/hour on the laptop. She has been unemployed for eight months but last month her payment
was $12389 just working on the laptop for a few hours. Read more on this site www.Max47.com
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